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A B S T R A C T   

DYT-TOR1A dystonia is the most common monogenic dystonia characterized by involuntary muscle contractions 
and lack of therapeutic options. Despite some insights into its etiology, the disease’s pathophysiology remains 
unclear. The reduced penetrance of about 30% suggests that extragenetic factors are needed to develop a dys-
tonic phenotype. In order to systematically investigate this hypothesis, we induced a sciatic nerve crush injury in 
a genetically predisposed DYT-TOR1A mouse model (DYT1KI) to evoke a dystonic phenotype. Subsequently, we 
employed a multi-omic approach to uncover novel pathophysiological pathways that might be responsible for 
this condition. Using an unbiased deep-learning-based characterization of the dystonic phenotype showed that 
nerve-injured DYT1KI animals exhibited significantly more dystonia-like movements (DLM) compared to naive 
DYT1KI animals. This finding was noticeable as early as two weeks following the surgical procedure. Further-
more, nerve-injured DYT1KI mice displayed significantly more DLM than nerve-injured wildtype (wt) animals 
starting at 6 weeks post injury. In the cerebellum of nerve-injured wt mice, multi-omic analysis pointed towards 
regulation in translation related processes. These observations were not made in the cerebellum of nerve-injured 
DYT1KI mice; instead, they were localized to the cortex and striatum. Our findings indicate a failed translational 
compensatory mechanisms in the cerebellum of phenotypic DYT1KI mice that exhibit DLM, while translation 
dysregulations in the cortex and striatum likely promotes the dystonic phenotype.   

1. Introduction 

The dystonias are rare movement disorders, characterized by invol-
untary and repetitive movements due to the co-contraction of agonist 
and antagonist muscles (Albanese et al., 2013). Despite the diversity in 
etiology, they all share similar clinical symptoms suggesting common 
affected pathophysiological pathways. The most common hereditary 
form of dystonia is the DYT-TOR1A dystonia, caused by a glutamic acid 
deletion (ΔGAG) in the protein product of theTOR1A gene. The reduced 
penetrance of about 30% (Kramer et al., 1994) suggests that the genetic 
mutation alone might not be sufficient to elicit a dystonic phenotype. 
This notion is supported by the presence of the same endophenotype in 
symptomatic and asymptomatic DYT-TOR1A mutation carriers despite 

divergent clinical manifestation. The endophenotype includes subtle 
structural changes in the basal ganglia or abnormal synaptic plasticity. 
(Carbon et al., 2011; Draganski et al., 2009; Edwards et al., 2006). We 
recently proposed the “second-hit hypothesis”, postulating that an 
additional environmental factor is needed to convert the genetically 
determined endophenotype into overt dystonia. Several studies have 
demonstrated the validity of this hypothesis in different dystonia models 
utilizing a sciatic nerve crush as the environmental stressor enforcing 
central sensorimotor plasticity mechanisms during recovery. In these 
studies, animals subjected to the nerve injury exhibited higher dystonia- 
like movements (DLM) than their naive counterparts (Ip et al., 2016; 
Knorr et al., 2021; Rauschenberger et al., 2021; Rauschenberger et al., 
2021). The abnormal motor phenotype indicates the involvement of the 
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basal ganglia, particularly the striatum. However, findings from human 
and rodent imaging studies, as well as research on symptomatic rodent 
models, have suggested the engagement of other brain regions. These 
regions notably include the cortex and the cerebellum. As a result, DYT- 
TOR1A dystonia is now regarded as a motor network disease rather than 
solely a basal ganglia disease. 

The accessibility of high-throughput technologies has made it 
possible to study the molecular signature of complex diseases at a large 
scale, enabling comprehensive insights into their pathophysiological 
mechanisms. RNA studies conducted on different DYT-TOR1A animal 
models and cultured cells have demonstrated dysregulations in striatal 
glutaminergic transmitter system, lipid metabolism, and defects in 
neuronal development. Additionally, these studies have identified 
disruption in synaptic plasticity and EIF2α signaling upon the induction 
of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (Beauvais et al., 2018; Grundmann 
et al., 2008; Rittiner et al., 2016). While multiple studies have explored 
the differential gene expression in dystonia, proteomics and microRNA 
(miRNA) investigations for DYT-TOR1A remain sparse. The available 
proteome data predominantly utilized PC6–3 inducible torA(wt) and 
torA(ΔE) cells along with DYT-TOR1A mouse embryonic fibroblast 
(MEF) cells. These studies showcased the influence of DYT-TOR1A ge-
notype on mitochondrial, metabolic, and stress response pathways 
(Beauvais et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2009; Shroff et al., 2021). To our 
knowledge, there has been no study that utilized a high-throughput 
approach to analyze miRNAs in DYT-TOR1A dystonia. However, 
altered expressions of several miRNAs have been observed in the pe-
ripheral blood of cervical dystonia patients (Gelisin et al., 2023). This 
underlines the importance of investigating small non coding RNA as 
potential biomarkers in dystonias, such as DYT-TOR1A dystonia. 

To identify the molecules underlying the second-hit response, we 
induced a sciatic nerve crush injury in DYT1KI mice, which carry the 
ΔGAG in their endogenous Tor1a gene (Goodchild et al., 2005).This 
injury was able to induce a dystonia-like phenotype in the genetically 
predisposed animals. We further investigated the impact of the extra-
genetic factor in the DYT1KI mice in three relevant brain regions (cor-
tex, striatum, and cerebellum) using an unbiased multi-omics approach 
(transcriptomic, proteomic and miRNAomic). Our study revealed an 
impairment in translation-related process in the contralateral cortex and 
striatum but not in the ipsilateral cerebellum of DYT1KI nerve-injured 
(crush) mice compared to DYT1KI naive mice. This study identifies 
the molecular consequences of an environmental trigger on animals 
with genetic susceptibility. This analysis of long-term molecular effects 
contributes to our understanding of the intricate interplay between ge-
netics, compensatory and maladaptive network mechanisms and envi-
ronmental factors in dystonia disorders. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Animals 

The DYT1 strain (Tor1a tm2Wtd/J, #025637) was acquired form 
Jackson lab (Goodchild et al., 2005). A total of 79 male heterozygous 
DYT1KI mice and 74 male wildtype (wt) littermates, all on C57BL/6 
background were bred in the animal facility of the University Hospital of 
Wuerzburg and kept in standard condition (21 ◦C, 12-h light/dark 
cycle). Several cohorts were conducted to ensure standardization of 
experiments. Mice of the same age (12 weeks old) were selected for each 
cohort, with distribution of wt and DYT1KI mice varying naturally. 
Genotype was determined by PCR analysis. Researchers were blinded for 
the experimental procedure. All animal experiments were approved by 
the local government and performed in accordance with all applicable 
international, national, and/or institutional guidelines for care and use 
of animals. 

2.2. Sciatic nerve crush injury 

A right sciatic nerve crush, as described by Ip et al., 2016 was per-
formed on 12 weeks old, isoflurane and carprofen anesthetized, wt and 
DYT1KI mice. Briefly, an incision was made on the shaven right hin-
dlimb. The sciatic nerve was exposed and crushed for 1 min using a non- 
serrated clamp. The incision was subsequently closed, and the animals 
monitored until fully awake. 

2.3. Behavioral tests 

Behavioral tests were performed at weeks 2, 4, 6, 9, 11 and 12 post 
nerve crush starting with the preoperative recordings, to assess the 
severity of the DLM, as well as to analyze the gait of the animals. 

2.3.1. Tail suspension test 
A tail suspension test (TST) was performed at baseline and at weeks 

2, 4, 6, 9, 11 and 12 following the right sciatic nerve crush. Mice were 
suspended by their tails with the ventral side facing the camera and 
recorded for two and half minutes. The video recordings were analyzed 
by a trained deep learning network to evaluate the DLM in the right 
hindlimb in a computer-based unbiased manner as described previously 
(Rauschenberger et al., 2023). In brief, DeepLabcut (Mathis et al., 2018) 
was used to annotate specific body areas to create a deep neural 
network. This step was performed by two independent investigators in 
the laboratory not involved in the establishment of the data processing 
pipeline. The network was trained in 19 iterations on a total of 101 
videos from hΔGAG3 mice, DYT1KI mice included in a different project 
and ΔETorA rats. No animals used in the project herein were included in 
the training set of the DeepLabCut (DLC) network. For the data pro-
cessing pipeline, one set of parameters and a deterministic analysis were 
used across all animals to exclude bias. The network was then used to 
label our TST videos. The resulting labeled videos were analyzed using a 
custom software. Videos where the network could not label the right 
hindlimb with a likelihood of >60% in ≥50% of frames were excluded 
from the analysis (wt: 36 videos; DYT1KI: 10 videos). The most common 
reason was a high amount of hindlimb clasping, which prevented a 
correct labeling of the right hindlimb. To provide further illustration, we 
provided DLC-labeled videos showing a DYT1KI naive mice with normal 
motor behavior (supplementary video S1), a wt crush mice showing 
some DLM (supplementary video S2), and finally, a DYT1KI crush mice 
exhibiting multiple DLM (supplementary video S3). 

2.3.2. Catwalk XT 
Gait analysis was performed using the CatWalk XT (Noldus, Wage-

ningen, Netherlands) at baseline and at weeks 2, 4, 6, 9, 11 and 12 
following the right sciatic nerve crush. Mice were placed on the trans-
parent glass walkway and had to cross the runway in a voluntarily 
manner. The animals’ home cage was placed in the goal box to motivate 
them to walk. At least three compliant runs were recorded, by a camera 
located underneath the glass plate, for each mouse. A run was consid-
ered as compliant when maximum speed variation was lower than 50%, 
the maximum run duration did not exceed 6 s and the minimum run 
duration was not shorter than 0.50 s. Only runs where the mice did not 
stop while crossing the recorded area were analyzed with the Catwalk 
software (program version 10.6). In this study, a total of 9 parameters 
Catwalk system were analyzed. (See Table 1.) 

2.4. Transcriptomics and miRNAomics 

Cortex, comprising the primary and secondary motor cortex, primary 
somatosensory areas and striatum, contralateral to the sciatic nerve 
crush injury, and cerebellum, ipsilateral to the sciatic nerve crush injury, 
of naive and nerve-injured mice were microdissected 12 weeks after 
surgery and put in RNAlater (Invitrogen) for 24 h, before being snap 
frozen. Total RNA and miRNA isolation was performed using the 
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miRNeasy micro kit (Qiagen) for the cortex and striatum, and miRNeasy 
mini kit (Qiagen) for the cerebellum, according to manufacturer’s in-
struction. Library preparation and sequencing were performed by the 
Core Unit systems medicine, faculty of medicine in Wuerzburg. RNA 
quality was checked using a 2100 Bioanalyzer with the RNA 6000 Nano 
kit (Agilent Technologies). The RNA integrity number (RIN) of the total 
RNA samples was ≥7. DNA libraries suitable for sequencing were pre-
pared from 500 ng of total RNA using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Li-
brary Preparation Kit (Illumina) according to manufacturer’s 
instructions (1/2 volume). After 14 cycles of PCR amplification, the size 
distribution of the barcoded DNA librariers were eytimated ~320 bp by 
electrophoresis on Agilent DNA 1000 Bioanalyzer microfluidic chips. 10 
ng were used from miRNA-enriched samples and libraries were prepared 
using QIASeq® miRNA UDI Library Kit. After 18 cycles, the size of the 
libraries was estimated to 200 bp by electrophoresis on Agilent DNA 
1000 Bioanalyzer microfluidic chips. Both miRNA and mRNA were 
spiked in with 1% PhiX control library and single-end sequencing per-
formed at 16 and 32 Mio. reads/sample respectively, with 100 bp on the 
NextSeq 2000 platform (Illumina). The files were demultiplexed into 
FASTQ files, generated with bcl2fastq2 version 2.20.0.422 (Illumina), 
and checked for quality with FastQC version 0.11.7. Reads obtained 
from the mRNA sequencing were mapped to the mouse reference 
genome (GRCm38.p6) and counts were summarized for each gene using 
featureCounts version 1.6.4 from the Subread package. Mapping and 
alignment of the reads were performed with STAR version 2.7.2b. Reads 
generated by the small RNA sequencing were annotated, adapter- 
trimmed and mapped using miRge3.0 (Patil and Halushka, 2021). The 
resulting count output of the two RNA sequencing were used to calculate 
the differentially expressed genes using the DESeq2 Bioconductor/R 
package. In the cerebellum, the transcriptomic and miRNAomic analyses 
yielded an average of about 14,468 protein coding genes and 619 unique 
miRNAs for the DYT1KI crush group, 14,538 genes and 631 miRNAs for 
the DYT1KI naive group, 14,342 genes and 629 miRNAs for wt crush 
mice and 14,690 genes and 638 miRNAs for wt naive mice. Similarly in 
the cortex, the sequencing revealed an average of 14,281 genes and 636 
miRNAs in DYT1KI crush animals, 14,110 genes and 653 miRNAs in 
DYT1KI naive mice, 14,264 genes and 633 miRNAs in wt crush and 
14,150 genes and 643 miRNAs for the wt naive group. Lastly, in the 
striatum the analyses detected 14,129 genes and 655 miRNAs in DYT1KI 
crush mice, 14,101 genes and 644 miRNAs in the DYT1KI naive group, 
14,261 genes and 654 in wt crush animals and 14,258 genes and 643 
miRNAs in wt naive mice. mRNA was considered differentially 
expressed if adjusted p-value <0.05, whereas miRNAs were considered 
as such if p-value <0.05. Differentially expressed miRNA (DEMs) vali-
dated target genes were obtained using the function get_multimir from 

the Bioconductor/R package multiMir version 1.20.0 (Ru et al., 2014). 
An over-representation analysis was performed on the validated DEMs 
target genes and the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) by applying 
the enrichGO (gene ontology) function from the Bioconductor/R pack-
age clusterProfiler version 4.6.2 (Yu et al., 2012). The overrepresented 
GO terms with an adjusted p-value <0.05 were depicted using the 
emapplot or the treeplot function from the same Bioconductor/R 
package. Heatmaps were plotted with gplots version 3.1.3 Bio-
conductor/R package by using the normalized read counts, that were Z- 
score transformed. The R package ggplot2 version 3.4.1 was applied to 
illustrate the up- and downregulation DEMs by a volcano plot. The 
RNAseq and miRNAseq raw data are publicly available in the GEO re-
pository under the following accension number GSE249877. Further-
more, to ensure that our results are not due to poor mRNA isolation 
quality, we included the RIN number in the supplementary material 
(Supplementary Table 1 S1). 

2.5. Proteomics 

For protein isolation snap frozen tissue was transferred into 150 μl 
(primary and secondary motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, 
striatum) and 350 μl (cerebellum) ice cold RIPA lysis buffer containing 
1× protease inhibitor. The tissues were homogenized by sonification on 
ice (75% amplitude). Protein lysate was centrifuged at 13000 RPM for 5 
min at 4 ◦C. Total protein concentration was determined by the Lowry 
assay using BSA standards. Quantitative mass spectrometry was per-
formed by the Center for integrative and translational bioimaging, 
Rudolf-Virchow-Center in Wuerzburg. Similarly to Turakhiya et al. 
(2018), a gel electrophoresis was performed to separate the precipitated 
proteins. Each lane was then cut into 15 slices and further processed to 
extract the peptides from the gel for the NanoLC-MS/MS analysis. 
MaxQuant version 1.6.2.2 (Cox and Mann, 2008) was used for database 
search and quantification. The search was performed against the Uni-
Prot Mouse reference Proteome database, and a database containing 
common contaminants. Protein identification was under control of the 
false discovery rate (FDR; <1% FDR on protein and peptide spectrum 
match (PSM) level). The proteins were quantified using LFQ intensities, 
and only those with more than two razor/unique peptides were taken 
into consideration. In case of missing LFQ intensities, values were 
imputed using a normal distribution with a mean of the 5% quantile of 
the combined log10-transformed LFQ intensities and a standard devia-
tion of 0.1. Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-values and FDR were 
calculated with the R package limma (Ritchie et al., 2015). The prote-
omic analysis detected a total of 5890 proteins in the cerebellum, 5551 
proteins in the cortex and 5410 proteins in the striatum. Proteins that 
appeared in at least two of the replicates with a p-value <0.05 were 
deemed as being differentially expressed. The EnrichGO function from 
the Bioconductor/R package clusterProfiler version 4.6.2 was utilized to 
conduct an over-representation analysis. The barplot function of the 
same package was then employed to plot the overexpressed GO terms 
with an adjusted p-value <0.05. The volcanot plots were generated 
using the ggplot2 R package ggplot2 version 3.4.1. The proteomic raw 
data is publicly available in the ProteomeXchange repository under 
following accension number PXDO47531. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Every dataset was controlled for normality by the Shapiro-Wilk test 
using GraphPad Prism version 9.3. Nonparametric data were analyzed 
with the Mann-Whitney-U test and Holm-Šídák multiple comparison 
test. Graphical representation of the data shows the mean ± standard 
error of mean (SEM) and statistical significance were depicted as *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 

Table 1 
Gait parameters analyzed with Catwalk XT System.  

Parameters Description 

Average speed (cm/s) Average recorded speed of the animal’s body during the 
run 

RH_Print length (Park 
et al.) Horizontal length of the complete print* 

RH_Print width (Park 
et al.) Vertical length of the complete print 

RH_Max intensityAt (%) Maximum intensity of the complete print relative to the 
stand 

RH_Swing speed (cm/s) Speed of the paw during the period when there is no 
contact with the glass surface 

RH_Step cycle (s) 
Time between 2 successive initial contacts of the same 
paw 

Step sequence regularity 
index (%) 

Proportion of normal step patterns relative to the 
overall number of paw placement 

Phase dispersion RF-RH Measures the consistency of the paw placement during 
the animals’ walk 

Coupling RF-RH Measures the coordination of paws while the animal 
walks  

* Complete print represents the sum of all paw contact with the glass plate. 
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2.7. Structural equation modelling (S.E.M.) model: construction 

The S.E.M. analysis was performed using the S.E.M. toolbox for 
MATLAB (version 20b; Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). S.E.M. represents 
a complex analytical tool that can determine the causal relationships 
between the variables in a model-based approach. In this model, the 
DEGs in the RNA between the two groups namely (DYT1KI naive vs. 
DYT1KI crush) from the cortex and the striatum were used as input and 
DEGs from the cerebellum as mediator were assessed. We explored the 
association with the TST data first by estimating the difference in slopes 
between the baseline and 12 weeks for the two groups. 

2.8. S.E.M. model: parameter estimation 

We used the Maximum Likelihood method of estimation to fit the 
model. To adjust the model for a longitudinal repeated measurement of 
the sample size, we used the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA) index, which improves precision without increasing bias 
(Kelley and Lai, 2011). The RMSEA index estimates lack of fit in a model 
compared to a perfect model and therefore should be low. In all models, 
the Invariant under a Constant Scaling (ICS) and ICS factor (ICSF) 
criteria should be close to zero, indicating that models were appropriate 
for analysis. Finally, based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) the 
quality of each model relative to other models was estimated, with 
smaller values signifying a better fit of the model. The obtained criterion 
comparing the models varied between 0.012 and 0.038 (which indicates 
a good fit for the models). The strength of associations between the 
variables in the models was quantified by standardized coefficients (s), 
ranging from 0 (no association) to 1 (very strong association). The p- 
values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. In addition to 
the AIC for the models, we have controlled the results; the adjusted 
Bonferroni correction severity of the adjustment was weakened with an 
increasing value of the average absolute correlation between two pa-
rameters in the model (Smith and Cribbie, 2013). The described sig-
nificant model survived the adjusted Bonferroni correction with (p <
0.005). 

3. Results 

3.1. DYT1KI mice develop dystonia-like movements 

Previous studies have demonstrated that a nerve-crush injury can 
induce dystonia-like features in genetically predisposed DYT-TOR1 A 
rodent models such as the Tor1a+/−, the DYT-tg mouse models and the 
ΔETorA rat model (Ip et al., 2016; Knorr et al., 2021; Rauschenberger 
et al., 2023). To test if this is also true in DYT1KI mice, we induced a 
nerve crush in wt and DYT1KI animals and assessed locomotion and 
DLM for 12 weeks after the injury (Fig. 1A). Both DYT1KI mice and wt 
mice developed DLM in the right hindlimb within the first two weeks 
following nerve crush (week 2: DYT1KI 18.14 ± 1.27 DLM/min; wt 
16.65 ± 1.64 DLM/min). Wt crush mice recovered slightly from week 6 
onward (week 6: 10.33 ± 1.53 DLM/min), however, they continued to 
show more DLM with 12.12 ± 1.66 DLM/min than wt naive mice (5.61 
± 1.04 DLM/min) even at week 12 (p < 0.01). In contrast, the DYT1KI 
crush mice showed a high level of DLM of the right hindlimb over the 
entire observation period, resulting in significantly more DLM/min than 
wt crush mice from week 6 onwards (week 6: 16.81 ± 1.32 DLM/min, p 
< 0.01; week 12: 17.18 ± 1.47 DLM/min, p < 0.05) (Fig. 1B). 
Furthermore, utilizing gait analyses, wt crush animals exhibited a 
reduced print width compared to their naive counterpart at week 2 (0.61 
± 0.02 cm, p < 0.0001), week 4 (0.68 ± 0.02 cm; p < 0.01) and week 6 
(0.78 ± 0.02 cm, p < 0.05) after sciatic nerve crush. Similarly, DYT1KI 
crush mice displayed a smaller print width during the same time period 
compared to DYT1KI naive mice (week 2: 0.60 cm ± 0.03, p < 0.0001; 
week 4: 0.67 ± 0.01 cm, p < 0.01; week 6: 0.78 ± 0.02 cm, p < 0.05). By 
week 12, the print width of wt crush animals (0.85 ± 0.02 cm) had 

returned to levels comparable to wt naive animals (0.85 ± 0.02 cm). 
However, DYT1KI crush mice still exhibited smaller print width with 
0.77 ± 0.02 cm (p < 0.05) at week 11 and 0.81 ± 0.02 cm (p < 0.05) at 
week 12 when compared to DYT1KI naive animals (week 11: 0.85 ±
0.02 cm; week 12: 0.89 ± 0.01 cm). All right hindlimb print width 
measurements are available in the supplementary material (Supple-
mentary Table 1 S2). The stride length of animals was also investigated, 
considering that dystonia may induce variability in gait stride. However, 
no significant differences were observed among any of the group com-
parisons at any time point (Fig. 1D). 

Taken together, these results indicate that a nerve crush injury in-
duces more severe dystonia-like features in genetically predisposed 
DYT1KI mice compared to wt controls. 

3.2. Wildtype mice develop long-lasting molecular changes in the 
cerebellum after sciatic nerve injury 

To gain insights into the molecular changes occurring in the brain 
following sciatic nerve crush injury and to better understand the un-
derlying mechanisms of overt dystonia in DYT1KI mice, we conducted a 
multi-omic analysis of brain tissue. Considering the significant 
involvement of the cerebellum in dystonia’s pathophysiology, our initial 
focus was on this brain region. To understand the normal physiological 
response elicited by peripheral trauma we looked at cerebellar DEGs, 
DEPs, as well as the DEMs in wt crush mice compared to wt naive mice. 
The transcriptomic analysis revealed 1089 DEGs in the wt mice with 
nerve injury compared to mice without injury (Fig. 2A). GO pathway 
analysis revealed differential regulation in GO terms associated with 
transport, axogenesis, metabolic processes, translation, autophagy, 
regulation of catabolic processes and cell communication (Fig. 2B, 
supplementary Fig. S1, Supplementary Table 1 S3). These data were 
supported by the miRNA sequencing analysis, where 13 out of the 21 
DEMs identified were linked to several of the mechanisms mentioned 
above, namely: metabolic processes, axogenesis, transport, autophagy, 
and translation (Fig. 2B & C, Supplementary Table 1 S4). This is not 
surprising as nearly half of the DEGs were validated target genes from 
the DEMs (Fig. 2D). Pathway analysis of DEPs yielded similar GO en-
richments, featuring terms like mRNA processing or RNA splicing 
among the significant findings (Fig. 2E, supplementary Fig. S2, Sup-
plementary Table 1 S5). Out of the 160 DEPs 10 were common with the 
DEGs, suggesting that some of these shared genes may play a significant 
role, given the presence of translation-related pathways in both datasets 
(Fig. 2D). Collectively, these data hint at long-lasting trauma-induced 
alterations in processes linked to translation in the cerebellum of wt 
crush mice that were visible even 12 weeks after injury. 

3.3. DYT1KI mice fail to mount a normal translational response in the 
cerebellum after trauma 

To test if dystonic DYT1KI mice also undergo injury-induced changes 
in cerebellar translation regulation, we performed the same multi-omic 
analysis comparing crush-injured with non-injured animals. Only 69 
genes were significantly changed in the DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive 
animals. This modest change was in stark contrast to the 1089 genes 
changed in wt crush mice. Although DYT1KI animals did not mount as 
high a response as wt mice, ~40% of the DEGs overlapped with the 
DEGs of wt animals (Fig. 3A). This suggests that similar processes were 
initiated in both groups, although the response was not as robust in the 
DYT1KI animals. The relative expression of cerebellar DEGs across all 
groups further corroborated this theory, as the nerve injury modulated 
the expression of the same genes at a milder level in DYT1KI mice than in 
wt mice (Fig. 3B). Nerve crush injury only triggered a subtle and 
insignificant response to translation-related genes in DYT1KI mice 
(Fig. 3B). GO enrichment analysis of DEGs revealed terms encompassing 
the disassembly protein-containing complex, responsiveness to insulin 
stimuli and response to peptide (Fig. 3C, supplementary Fig. S3, 
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Fig. 1. DYT1KI mice develop DLM 12 weeks after nerve crush injury. A: Overview of the experimental design. (1) depicts the animal experiments;12 weeks old mice 
received a sciatic nerve crush injury and were tested at baseline and weeks 2, 4, 6, 9, 11 and 12 post surgery with the TST and Catwalk. After 12 weeks the cortex, 
striatum and cerebellum were collected and processed as shown in (2), before being sent for sequencing. B: Line graph depicting the TST data of wt crush (n = 32–36; 
black triangle), DYT1KI crush (n = 45–46; pink triangle), wt naive (n = 30–34; black dot) and DYT1KI naive (n = 31–32; pink dot) mice. C: Line graph illustrating the 
Catwalk data; print width in cm of wt crush (n = 37–41), DYT1KI crush (n = 43–46), wt naive (n = 30–34) and DYT1KI naive (n = 30–33) mice. D: Line graph 
illustrating the Catwalk data; stride length in cm/s of wt crush (n = 37–41), DYT1KI crush (n = 43–46), wt naive (n = 30–34) and DYT1KI naive (n = 30–33). All data 
are shown as mean ± SEM. n = number of animals. Statistical analysis for B, C Mann-Whitney test followed by Holm-Šidák multiple comparison test. Statistical 
analysis for D Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey multiple comparison test. ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05. A was created using Biorender. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 2. Wt crush mice develop long-lasting molecular changes in the cerebellum. A: Heatmap of cerebellar DEGs in wt crush vs. wt naive mice. B: Emapplot of 
grouped GO enrichment of cerebellar DEGs and cerebellar DEMs involved in terms in wt crush vs. wt naive mice. The color of the dots represents the adjusted p-value, 
and the size stands for the number of genes involved in the GO term. C: Volcano plot of miRNAs in the cerebellum of wt crush and wt naive mice. miRNAs are color- 
coded, with blue representing down-regulation and red up-regulation. X-axis represents the log2FoldChange, and Y represent the p-value. The red line depicts the 
cutoff of p-value <0.05. D: Venn diagram of all Omic data. The hypergeometric propability of shared cerebellar DEPs and DEGs is p-value <0.005, of cerebellar DEGs 
and DEMs target genes p-value <7.00e-112DEPs and DEMs target genes p-value <2.02e-18. E: Bar plot of cerebellar DEPs. GO enrichment in wt crush vs. wt naive 
mice. X-axis represents the –log10 of adjusted p-value and colors are depicting the adjusted p-value. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Supplementary Table 1 S6). In line with the transcriptomic data, several 
DEMs were involved in the GO category previously mentioned (Fig. 3C, 
Supplementary Table 1 S7). Three of the DEMs (mmu-miR-384-5p, 
mmu-miR-676-5p, mmu-miR-340-5p) were shared with the DEMs ob-
tained from the comparison of wt crush vs wt naive. In comparison to 
their naive counterpart, DYT1KI crush mice exhibited a slightly higher 
number of DEMs, with 39 DEMs, whereas wt crush animals showed 21 
DEMs. Conversely, when comparing DYT1KI crush to wt crush mice, a 
substantial alteration of 125 miRNAs was observed, indicating that the 
genotype is primarily responsible for the observed differences (Fig. 3D). 
Although DYT1KI crush mice exhibited significant differences in a large 
number of proteins (54 downregulated and 67 upregulated, Supple-
mentary Table 1 S8), only one DEP, RPRD1A, significantly overlapped 
with the DEP found in wt crush animals. The remaining shared DEPs 
(Cwc15, Larp7, Rbm22, Prpf31, Celf1, Aqr and Ppil3) although changing 
similarly to wt crush mice, did not reach statistical significance (Fig. 3E). 
This strengthens the argument that while DYT1KI crush mice initiate 
similar processes as the wt crush animals, their response is diminished. 
Further supporting this hypothesis was the GO enrichment of DEPs in 
DYT1KI crush mice compared to wt crush mice, which showed a 
decrease in mitochondrial translation (Fig. 3F, Supplementary Table 1 
S9). Altogether, the data suggest that DYT1KI crush mice fail to mount a 
normal translational response in the cerebellum. 

3.4. The cortex of DYT1KI crush mice shows impairment of translational 
regulation 

Prior studies on both manifesting and non-manifesting carrier of the 
torsinA mutation have demonstrated the involvement of the cortico- 
striatal-pallido-thalamo-cortical loop and the cerebellar-thalamo- 
cortical-pathway. In order to establish the potential involvement of 
the cortex in dystonic features development, similar multi-omic analysis 
were performed on cortical samples from DYT1KI crush mice. Unlike the 
cerebellum, a total of 1815 cortical genes were altered in DYT1KI crush 
vs. DYT1KI naive animals. This was in sharp contrast to the normal 
physiological response in wt crush animals, where only 114 genes were 
changed (Fig. 4A & B). These data suggest that the cortex of DYT1KI 
mice initiates distinct pathways following the nerve crush. Furthermore, 
the overlap between DYT1KI DEGs and the DEGs of wt animals was 
limited to approximately 4%, providing additional support for this hy-
pothesis. Indeed, GO analysis of DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive mice 
revealed enrichment in translation-related mechanisms, including 
“mRNA processing”, “ribonucleoprotein complex (RNPc) assembly”, 
and “regulation of translation”. On the other hand, wt crush vs. wt naive 
mice were enriched in protein degradation processes, as indicated by 
terms associated to the “regulation of proteasomal ubiquitin dependent 
protein catabolic processes” (Fig. 4C & D, Supplementary Table 1 S10, 
Supplementary Table 1 S11). Pathway analyses were also performed 
with the target genes of DEMs (Supplementary Table 1 S12). Unex-
pectedly, the translation-related terms displayed similar significance 
between the comparison wt naive vs. wt crush and DYT1KI crush vs. wt 
naive (Fig. 4E, Supplementary Table 1 S13). This result, which diverges 
from our initial expectations, could potentially be attributed to the 
redundancy of miRNAs (Park et al., 2010). On the other hand, the 

protein analysis revealed an enrichment of translation-related processes, 
such as “RNA localization” and “regulation of cytoplasmic translation”, 
in DYT1KI crush animals. In contrast, to the miRNA analysis, this 
enrichment was specific to the DYT1KI crush animals (Fig. 4F, Supple-
mentary Table 1 S14). Moreover, the GO pathways analysis of DEPs in 
DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush mice highlighted genotype-specific alter-
ations in translation-related pathway. Specifically, the analysis revealed 
an increase in mitochondrial translation in DYT1KI crush mice 
compared to wt crush mice (Fig. 4G, Supplementary Table 1 S15). All 
this evidence indicates an impairment in translation regulation in the 
cortex of DYT1KI crush mice. 

3.5. The striatum of DYT1KI mice with nerve injury shows impairment of 
translation related processes 

As previously mentioned, dystonia has been associated with the 
involvement of the cortico-striatal-pallido-thalamo-cortical pathway 
(Niethammer et al., 2011). Therefore, we conducted the same omics 
analysis for the striatum as we did for the cerebellum and cortex. In the 
striatum, DYT1KI crush animals exhibited a significantly higher number 
of DEGs (545 DEGs) compared to wt crush animals (4 DEGs) when 
compared to their respective naive counterpart. This mirrors the finding 
in the cortex, indicating the activation of distinct pathways in the 
DYT1KI striatum (Fig. 5A). The ensuing GO enrichment analysis 
demonstrated various processes related to translation, including “mRNA 
processing”, “regulation of translation” or “cytoplasmic translation” 
(Fig. 5B, Supplementary Table 1 S16). Once again, those findings were 
consistent with the ones obtained in the cortex. Furthermore, a number 
of these translation-related processes were also enriched in the miRNA 
analysis, including: “regulation of translation”, “regulation of mRNA 
metabolic processes” and “mRNA processing” (Fig. 5C, Supplementary 
Table 1 S17). The study of the DEPs further supported the involvement 
of translation-related processes in DYT1KI crush animals, as enrichment 
analysis revealed terms such as: “RNPc assembly”, “cytoplasmic trans-
lation” or “ribosome assembly” (Fig. 5D, Supplementary Table 1 S18, 
Supplementary Table 1 S19). In contrast, DEPs in wt crush mice were 
only significantly enriched in: “Rab protein signal transduction”, “Ras 
protein signal transduction” and “adherens junction organization” 
(Supplementary Table 1 S20). The genotype specificity of our findings 
was underscored by the analysis of DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush 
mice, revealing increased activity in cytoplasmic translation (Fig. 5E, 
Supplementary Table 1 S21).These results hint towards a dysregulation 
in the processes related to translation in both the cortex and the striatum 
of DYT1KI mice following a sciatic nerve injury. It is conceivable that 
these dysregulations are intricately linked to the development of the 
observed DLM in these animals. 

3.6. The S.E.M. model predicts difference between DYT1KI crush and 
DYT1KI naive behavior slope by using RNAseq data 

The obtained fit indices for the model in the structural equation 
modelling analysis implied a good fit for the constructed model to the 
observed data, providing robust causal relations between the variables. 
In the model the input of DEGs in the cortex together with the striatum 

Fig. 3. DYT1KI crush mice fail to mount a normal translational response in the cerebellum. A: Venn diagram of common cerebellar DEGs between the comparison 
DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive and wt crush vs. wt naive animals. The hypergeometric probability of the shared cerebellar DEGs is p-value <2.6e-26 B: Heatmap of 
all DEGs in the cerebellum. C: Emapplot of grouped GO enrichment of DEGs and DEMs in the cerebellum involved in GO terms in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive. The 
color of the dots represents the adjusted p-value, and the size stands for the number of genes involved in the GO term. D: Venn diagram of overlapping miRNAs in 
different comparisons in the cerebellum. The hypergeometric probability of shared cerebellar DEMs was calculated. The results yielded a p-value <0.008 for the 
DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive and wt crush vs wt naive comparison, a p-value <3.33e-11 for the DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive and DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush 
comparison, and a p-value <0.009 for the comparison wt crush vs. wt naive and DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush. E: Volcano plot of cerebellar DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. 
DYT1KI naive. The dots are color-coded, with blue standing for downregulation, red upregulation and grey not regulated. X-axis represents the log2 fold change, and 
Y represent the the p-value. The red axis depicts the cutoff of p-value <0.05. F: Barplot of GO enrichment of DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush mice. The GO terms 
are color-coded for their zscore with red displaying and increase and blue a decrease. The X-axis shows the –log of adjusted p-value. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 4. Cortex of DYT1KI crush mice shows impairment in translational related processes. A: Venn diagram of the cortical DEGs in the comparison DYT1KI crush vs. 
DYT1KI naive and wt crush vs. wt naive. The hypergeometric probability of the shared cortical DEGs is p-value <6.18e-62. B: Heatmap of all DEGs in cortex. C: 
Treeplot depicting the pathways of the cortical DEGs enrichment analysis in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive. The dots color represents the adjusted p-value and the 
size the number of genes involved in the term. D: Treeplot depicting GO pathways of the cortical DEGs enrichment analysis in wt crush vs. wt naive. The dots color 
represents the adjusted p-value and the size the number of genes involved in the term. E: Heatmap of the GO term enrichment of cortical DEMs targets in DEGs GO 
term. The map is color coded by –log10 of the adjusted p-value relative to wt naive animals. F: Barplot of GO term of the cortical DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI 
naive mice. X-axis represents the –log10 of adjusted p-value and colors are depicting the adjusted p-value. G: Barplot of the enriched GO terms in the cortical DEPs of 
DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush mice. The bars are color-coded for the zscore of the pathways with red indicating and increase and blue a decrease. The X-axis represents 
the – log of adjusted p-value. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Striatum of DYT1KI crush mice show impairment in translational related processes. A: Heatmap of striatal DEGs in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive. B: 
Emapplot of striatal DEGs enrichment analysis in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive. Dots size represent the numbers of genes in GO term and color represent the 
adjusted p-value. C: Heatmap of the GO term enrichment of striatal DEMs targets in DEGs GO term. The map is color coded by –log10 of the adjusted p-value relative 
to wt naive animal. D: Barplot of GO term of the striatal DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. DYT1KI naive mice. X-axis represents the –log10 of adjusted p-value and colors are 
depicting the adjusted p-value. E: Barplot of GO enrichment of striatal DEPs in DYT1KI crush vs. wt crush animals. The colors of the map represent the zscore of the 
GO terms, with red indicating an increase and blue a decrease. The X-axis stands for the –log of adjusted p-value. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and same parameters from the cerebellum as mediator were strong 
predictors for the behavior slopes (standardized coefficient S = 0.74; p 
< 0.01) as shown in Fig. 6. In addition, from this model we did not find 
direct significant predictors for the DEGs in the cerebellum using the 
DEGs in the cortex (S = 0.25; p > 0.05) or with the DEGs in the striatum 
(S = 0.36; p > 0.05). Various combinations of inputs DEGs from different 
brain regions in the S.E.M. model were explored. However, these models 
failed to predict the behavioral slope (supplementary Fig. 4). The cur-
rent prediction model provides additional support for our transcriptomic 
findings, suggesting that dysregulations in all three brain regions are 
required for the development of a dystonic phenotype in genetically 
predisposed individuals. 

4. Discussion 

Literature has long reported dystonia patients whose onset of 
symptoms occurred in relation to an injury. While sciatic nerve lesions 
themselves have not been identified to cause dystonic movement, both 
head and peripheral trauma have been described as risk factors associ-
ated with dystonia (Defazio et al., 1998; Frei et al., 2004; Jankovic and 
Van der Linden, 1988; Macerollo et al., 2019). Peripheral nerve crush 
injuries happen when the nerve is compressed, without complete tran-
section, enabling the regeneration of the nerve (Menorca et al., 2013). 
Nevertheless, the denervation induces alteration in the central network 
of the brain that persist even after regeneration (Humanes-Valera et al., 
2014; Ueta and Miyata, 2021). These findings hint towards the 
involvement of extragenetic factors in the development of dystonia. The 
presence of symptomatic and asymptomatic DYT-TOR1A mutation 
carriers further supports this “second hit hypothesis”, postulating that a 
genetic and environmental trigger is needed to develop a clinical 
phenotype. Here, we were able to replicate results from previous work 
on different DYT-TOR1A rodent models, using a sciatic nerve crush to 
elicit DLM in DYT1KI mice. Independent of the genotype, crush animals 
displayed clenching and retraction of the hind paw starting two weeks 
after sciatic crush injury. These movements were considered as “pseu-
dodystonia”, mostly due to proprioceptive and sensory loss caused by 
the injury (Berlot et al., 2019). Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that 
around 8 weeks after surgery, the nerve is presumed to have substan-
tially regained its functional capacities (Bridge et al., 1994). Electro-
neurography measurements performed 10 weeks following the nerve 
crush injury, showed no main effect of genotype, suggesting that the 
recovery is not different between DYT1KI and wt mice (supplementary 
Fig. S5). The equal recovery rate in both genotypes in combination with 
a higher rate of DLM in the DYT1KI crush mice compared to wt mice, 
points towards maladaptive processes in the genetically-predisposed 
animals. While wt crush animals remain affected even in week 12, 
DYT1KI crush mice present significantly more DLM in comparison. 

Similarly, both wt and DYT1KI crush animals had smaller print width of 
the ipsilateral paw during the first weeks after surgery. This is in line 
with data from Bozkurt et al., 2008, which showed a reduction of print 
length and print width, among others, after a sciatic nerve injury in rats. 
Over the course of the 12 weeks experiment, the animals recovered to 
nearly preoperative value starting at week 7 (Bozkurt et al., 2008). We 
can therefore assume that the smaller print width we observed in the 
first weeks after nerve crush are due to the surgical intervention. In 
contrast, the differences discovered after week 6 in our experiments may 
be associated with the development of a dystonic phenotype following a 
sciatic nerve crush injury. This dystonic phenotype can lead to central 
motor network changes, resulting in cramping of the hind paw and thus 
higher DLM. The smaller width observed in the right hindlimb paw of 
DYT1KI mice may be a consequence of increased cramping following 
peripheral nerve injury. The phenotypical motor abnormalities resulting 
from the peripheral nerve lesion may be due to central network changes. 
To examine molecular changes in DYT1KI and control mice, we used an 
unbiased multi-omics approach. In our study, we observed translation- 
associated processes at various molecular levels in the cerebellum of 
wt crush mice but not DYT1KI crush mice. Over the years, studies have 
demonstrated a crucial role of cerebellum in the development of dys-
tonia. For instance, in tottering mice, a cerebellectomy was able to 
reduce and even eliminate dystonic attacks (Neychev et al., 2008). On 
the other hand, in wt mice, injecting an excitatory glutamate receptor 
agonist (kainic acid) into the cerebellum resulted in the manifestation of 
dystonic phenotype (Alvarez-Fischer et al., 2012; Pizoli et al., 2002). 
Prior studies have demonstrated a link between translational mecha-
nisms and synaptic plasticity. To modulate the synaptic strength through 
short- or long-lasting changes, new protein synthesis is required and 
enabled through local translation (Kelleher 3rd et al., 2004; Klann et al., 
2004). Based on our data analysis, we found that the proteins enriched 
in translation-related processes in the wt crush vs. wt naive comparison 
were unchanged in the DYT1KI crush animals. Additionally, the analysis 
of cerebellar proteins in DYT1KI crush mice revealed a decrease in ac-
tivity in mitochondrial translation when compared to wt crush mice. 
Similarly, the miRNAs did not significantly differ betweenthe two 
comparisons, wt crush vs. wt naive and DYT1KI crush vs DYT1KI naive. 
This is in line with one of the common characteristics of dystonia 
pathophysiology, known as maladaptive synaptic plasticity (Balint et al., 
2018; Quartarone and Hallett, 2013). In accordance with this, Purkinje 
cells in DYT1KI mice have fewer and thinner dendrites with fewer 
spines, indicating abnormal cerebellar signaling (Song et al., 2014). 
Cerebellar proteins were also enriched in terms associated with the 
basement membrane, collagen and integrins in wt crush mice. These 
components interact with each other and have been linked to synaptic 
plasticity. Altered synaptic plasticity has been observed in diverse 
integrin knock-out hippocampal neurons (Chan et al., 2006; Cingolani 

Fig. 6. RNA sequencing of DYT1KI brain tissue predicts behavioral deficits in dystonic mice. Structural equation modelling demonstrates that DEGs in cortex and 
striatum (as input) and DEGs in the cerebellum (as mediator) were able to predict the difference in behavioral slope between the DYT1KI naive and DYT1KI crush 
mice. Standardized coefficients significant at p < 0.01 are shown in red. The non-significant values are shown in grey p > 0.05. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and Goda, 2008). Additionally, the extracellular matrix (ECM), in which 
collagen is a major component, plays a role in the functional synaptic 
complex. The absence of ECM components has been reported to impact 
synaptic plasticity (Frischknecht and Gundelfinger, 2012). In the case of 
Purkinje cells, it was shown that a weakened inhibitory input under 
certain conditions resulted in a reduction in the thickness of the peri-
neuronal nets, a specialized ECM. Conversely, if those inputs are 
strengthened, the thickness of the perineuronal nets increases (Foscarin 
et al., 2011). The presence of basement membrane, collagen and integrin 
terms in the analysis supports the notion that cerebellar synaptic plas-
ticity may play a role in preventing or reducing DLM in wt animals. The 
translation-associated pathways discovered in the wt crush mice are 
likely a rescue mechanism that is absent in the DYT1KI crush mice. 
Interestingly, translation-related pathways were also enriched in cere-
bellar DEPs of DYT1KI naive mice when compared to wt naive mice 
(supplementary Fig. S6). This finding further supports the hypothesis of 
a rescue mechanism in the cerebellum associated with translational 
pathways. The absence of these pathways in the cerebellum may explain 
why DYT1KI crush mice exhibit higher DLM compared to wt crush and 
DYT1KI naive mice. Proteomic analysis of DYT-TOR1A rodent models’ 
brain is scarce. So far, only cerebellar proteins in an induced ER-stress 
DYT1KI mouse model have shown a disruption in the ER protein pro-
cessing pathway and in calcium dynamics (Beauvais et al., 2016). In 
contrast, our data revealed no significant GO enrichment of the DEPs in 
DYT1KI crush mice. One possible explanation for this disparity might be 
the age at which the proteome analysis was performed. Cerebellar tor-
sinA levels are the highest during the postnatal day 7 to day 14 before 
gradually decreasing (Vasudevan et al., 2006). The prior study investi-
gated the proteome of three-week-old mice, whereas our study focused 
on 6 months old mice. As a result, it is probable that the changes 
observed are due to the higher amount of mutated torsinA found in 
three-week-old mice. Furthermore, the stressor chosen might be of 
consequence. In this study, we opted for a one-time mechanical stressor, 
from which the animal could recover, as opposed to an intrinsic one. 

In contrast to our observation in cerebellar tissue, DEGs, DEPs, and 
DEMs in striatal and cortical tissue of DYT1KI mice were enriched in 
pathways related to translation and also in the biogenesis of ribonu-
cleoprotein (RNP) complex. RNP transports specific mRNAs to different 
cellular areas, where the mRNA can be locally translated (Richter, 
2001). This event has been demonstrated in neurons, where specific 
mRNAs are transported to the axons or dendrites for local translation 
(Thelen and Kye, 2019). A study in drosophila showed that changes in 
Torsin function led to the sequestration of megaRNP at the nuclear en-
velope. This occurred due to the absence of scission at the inner nuclear 
membrane, resulting in altered transcript localization in the nucleus and 
at synaptic site, causing a decreased protein synthesis (Jokhi et al., 
2013). The accumulation of RNP at the nuclear envelope appears similar 
to a phenomenon observed in neuronal cells, where cells carrying the 
DYT-TOR1A mutation displayed abnormal vesicle structure at the nu-
clear envelope (Gonzalez-Alegre and Paulson, 2004; Hewett et al., 
2000). Moreover, enrichment of DEPs in DYT1KI mouse embryonic 
fibroblast (MEF) showed a dysregulation in RNP export when exposed to 
cellular stress (Shroff et al., 2021). In contrast, the GO pathway analysis 
of striatal DEPs in DYT1KI naive mice vs. wt naive mice included terms 
linked to transport such as “protein localization to cell periphery”, or 
“protein localization to plasma membrane”. Additionally, other GO 
terms demonstrated enrichment in processes such as “organelle fusion”, 
“vesicle fusion” and “membrane fusion” (supplementary Fig. S7). 
Together, these results could support the proposed concept by Jokhi 
et al., 2013, which suggests that the ΔGAG mutation in TorsinA leads to 
neuropathological abnormalities, including dysregulation in synaptic 
plasticity. Other RNA studies of DYT-TOR1A rodent model’s striatum 
demonstrated an enrichment in the sprouting of corticospinal neurons, 
projection of motor and sensory axons, excitation of the postsynaptic 
region, dysregulation of eIF2α signaling, mitochondrial dysfunction and 
protein ubiquitination, among others (Beauvais et al., 2018; Grundmann 

et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2019). This is consistent with our tran-
scriptomic results that identified enrichment in oxidative phosphoryla-
tion, dendrite development and neuron projection organization and 
others. Studies on DYT-TOR1A carriers manifesting dystonia have re-
ported enlarged dopaminergic cell bodies in the substantia nigra 
compared to non-manifesting DYT-TOR1A carriers (Iacono et al., 2019). 
Similar results have been observed in the DYT1KI mouse model (Song 
et al., 2014). Additionally, abnormalities in dopamine signaling and a 
reduction in striatal dopamine receptors (DR2, DR1) at the protein level 
have been reported, despite unchanged mRNA levels(Dang et al., 2012; 
Yokoi et al., 2015). In other DYT-TOR1A models, such as the Tor1a+/−
mouse model, mixed results have been described. Bonsi et al., 2019 
observed decreased striatal dopamine receptors (D2R andD1R) only at 
the protein level, whereas Ip et al., 2016 found a reduction at both the 
protein and mRNA level using the same mouse model. Furthermore, 
alterations in the cholinergic system have been observed. A mouse 
model with a specific knockout of ΔGAG torsinA in cholinergic in-
terneurons exhibited lower numbers of striatal cholinergic interneurons. 
This was accompanied by a reduction in striatal choline acetyltransfer-
ase protein levels (Liu et al., 2021). In the Tor1a+/− mouse model, the 
protein levels of vesicular acetylcholine transporter were increased, 
while the mRNA levels were not (Tassone et al., 2021). 

Surprisingly, we did not find any changes associated with those 
mechanisms. It is possible that the aberrancies in whole striatum lysate 
were too small and below the detection level in our mouse model. Single 
cell sequencing of medium spiny neurons might offer a better insight 
into the role of the dopaminergic system in DYT-TOR1A dystonia. 
Neuroanatomical and imaging studies in human and mice over the years 
have implicated the cortex in dystonia. However, only few studies have 
looked at the molecular changes in the cortex. In our study, we 
discovered significant translational and RNP-related changes, hinting 
towards a potential dysregulation of cortical synaptic plasticity in 
DYT1KI crush mice. Additionally, the pathway analysis of cortical DEPs 
in DYT1KI naive vs. wt naive mice also unveiled GO terms related to 
“cytoplasmic translation”, as well as several processes associated with 
transport and energy metabolism (supplementary Fig. S8). These ob-
servations imply the presence of a predisposing endophenotype in 
DYT1KI mice on protein-level that shifts primarily towards regulation of 
cytoplasmic translation and calcium homeostasis following sciatic nerve 
crush injury. Our data adds to the already existing electrophysiological 
evidence, showing abnormal inhibitory circuits in the cortex, disrupting 
the homeostatic plasticity (Quartarone et al., 2003; Quartarone and 
Hallett, 2013). Maladaptive plasticity can also be found at the cortico-
striatal synapse, as shown by the loss of long-term depression in a mouse 
model overexpressing the human mutated TorsinA (Martella et al., 
2009). It was thus little surprising to find similar affected pathways in 
cortex and the striatum. Since dystonia is known to be a motor network 
disorder, it is tempting to think that our data show an issue in 
communication between the studied brain areas. The possible lack of 
localized translation caused by of the RNP’s inability to export from the 
nucleus, may contribute to the loss of homeostatic plasticity at the 
corticostriatal synapse, as well as synapses involved in the cerebello- 
thalamico-cortico circuit. In dystonic tremor syndrome, the tremor ac-
tivity was mostly localized in the cerebellum and the thalamic-cerebello 
connectivity was altered (Nieuwhof et al., 2022). Based on this, we 
hypothesized that the DYT1KI crush animals displayed more DLM due to 
the abnormal plasticity in the cortex and the striatum. Moreover, the 
inability to regulate translation-related pathways in the cerebellum 
could also contribute to the observed motor abnormalities. 

Taking advantage of the multi-regional RNA sequencing dataset 
obtained from our dystonia mice, we employed structural equation 
modelling to identify whether our RNA sequencing data could be used to 
predict DLM comparing DYT1KI mice with and without nerve crush 
injury. Intriguingly, combining all three brain regions (cortex, striatum 
and cerebellum) could predict DLM in DYT1KI mice. 

To conclude, our study has provided evidence that an extragenetic 
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factor can lead to DLM in genetically predisposed DYT-TOR1A mice. 
This unbiased descriptive study showed reduced capacity of compen-
satory translational mechanisms in the cerebellum of DYT1KI crush 
mice. In addition, cortical and striatal translation dysregulations seem to 
be necessary to cause a dystonic phenotype in DYT1KI crush mice. These 
findings highlight the interplay between genetic predisposition and 
environmental factors, contributing to the understanding of dystonia 
pathophysiology. 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.nbd.2024.106453. 
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